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New Journal Editors
The Editorial Board of Volume 15 of the Journal of International
Law & Economics was selected last week. The following are mem-
bers.
Editor in Chief ....................•.. Deborah J. Peterson
Executive Editor Ryan Trainer
Managing Editors ...................• William S. Davis, Jr.
Marlene Trestman
Topics Editors ...•.........•.......•... Michael Y.H. Kam
John LShiekman
Articles Editors ........................• Robert G. Levine
Pamela Winthrop
Notes Editors Kay Bushman
Cole Capener
Richard A. Dachs
. ., Laurie A. Jacobs
'.' , .. ' ". Serze G. Mahin',
Tenure Track Positions:
Raven-Hansen in, Ross out
By John Seibel
At long last it appears that
there may be an administrator for
the students. On April 4, Dean
Barron sent a memorandum to
the full time faculty with respect
to the appointment of an "Asso-
ciate Dean of Students". Acting
on Dean Barron's recommenda-
tion the Appointments Commit-
tee, comprised of faculty and
students, unanimously voted that
Teresa Schwartz be recommended
to the faculty as the new Associ-
ate Dean. The faculty will consid-
er the Committee's suggestion at
the May 25th faculty meeting.
The dean cited the need for
counseling in the selection of
courses and career planning' as
well as the day to day problems
that students face as reason for
the need of additional help on the
decanal level. He also intimated
that the new associate dean could
be helpful in tapping the
resources of the Washington legal
community either in conjunction
with or in addition to the Curricu-
lum and Appointments Commit-
tees. He feels that with Professor
Schwartz's deep commitment and
concern for her students she will
serve the school admirably. t,
The duties of the new Associate
Dean are not well defined as yet.
Professor Schwartz expects that
her responsibilities will depend on .
-tbepresent and future: needs of': .
~., -' - . ~. ". ' -. - \. - . ,\.' .
After' hearing from five
students in favor of her ap-
pointment and then SBA officers
and student members of the
Faculty Appointments Com-
mittee decline to support her, the
faculty voted on April J5, to
reject the recommendation of the
Faculty Appointments Com- Some students reaction
mittee, and not offer Prof. Susan developed when Days was
Ross a tenure - track position selected over Ross in the first vote
d if th here at the NLC. Initially the spot and accusations that Ross wasPictured /S' William Tedesco arguing in the Final Roun 0 ed t had been offered to Drew Days of being rejected for her feminist
First Year Moot Court Competition. Tedesco an par ner the Justice Department, but Days, views did circulate. However; at
Andrew Zerlingas petitio~er narrowly defeated the Respondents, though not officially declining the the discussion prior to the faculty
Karen Sedora and MarySisak, offer, made it apparent that he vote, students of both genders
. ._~. . . declined to support Prof. Ross.
S'D~E d R b S· .The vote of the faculty itself wasnEJ. n orses oSl!n ~rg tut ~;~~b~:ft~Sr ":ery"t~~~~tf~i~
by Lise Lapidus ades is asking that the students be any fundraising that said class discussion,
The SBA has agreed to endorse told the truth when they inquire plaintiffs shall require with prior
a pending lawsuit ~.Rosenberg v. about the fee. He is also asking notice and approval by the Presi- Prof. Ross has been ~ Visiting
'OWU - on behalf of currently en- for punitive damages in the dent. :' . Professor at~h~ NLC SInce 1978
rolled GW students who have amount of $350 per student (the Georgiades is still interested in' a~d.taug~tC1Vll Procedure; Ad-
been hit with a $15 returned-check total number amounts to over $2 locating 3 or 4 additional named ministrative L~,,:; Wom~n and the
fee by the University. Peter million - a sum which should at plaintiffs. If you are currently en- Law; and Individual RIghts and
Georgiades, General Counsel for least open the University's eyes!) rolled and have been charged the Liberties. Prof. Ross is a 1970
Action on Smoking and Health and actual damages of approxi- $15 returned-check fee, contact graduate of NYU Law School and
(ASH) and representative for the mately $70,000 (7000 checks are Peter Georgiades at 659-2082 if has :aught or lectured at Col-
students in the suit, attended an involved and at least $10' of the you are interested in becoming in- umbia Law School, Rutgers Law~
emergency meeting called by the $15 are excessive). Virtually all of volved in this suit.
SBA on Tuesday, April 8th, to ex- the money recovered will go to the Schwartz lec~(Jmm'ended ~orNew Dostplain the nature of the suit to us. class members in the suit. '-1 rl
Basically, the complaint is that a Georgiades felt that the SBA
number' of students who have would be interested in endorsing
written checks to the University the suit because law students, as
which have been returned to GW well as legal issues, are involved.
for whatever reason (failure to Don Mitchell, a 3rd-year repre-
sign, insufficient funds, etc.) have sentative, formulated a resolution
been charged a fee by both the on behalf of the SBA which reads
University and the bank. There is as follows:
no existing contract which per- RESOL VED- That the SBA
mits such action by the Univer- supports as a matter of principle,
sity, though it is mentioned in and urges that all law students
GW's student catalogue. Both support with their time and con-
Georgiades and the SBA feel that cern as well, the plaintiffs in the
the $15 charged by the University case of ROSENBERG ET. AL. v.
is excessive and Georgiades has GWU. The suit pleads that GWU
determined that it clearly repre- be enjoined from collecting a $15
sents a punitive intent on the part penalty on returned checks in the
of GW. He intends to prove that future and that general damages
the $15 does not represent liqui- in the amount oUIO and punitive
dated damages suffered by the damages in the amount of $350.
University. In addition to a re- per student, be paid. We will al- .
quest for an injunction, Georgi- low this endorsement to be used in
would not be able to accept the
offer at the. present time for
personal reasons. Deciding that
the school could not afford to
wait any longer for Days, the
Faculty Appointments Com-
mittee reconvened and decided to
recommend Prof. Ross.
the students. She has indicated
that she would like to speak to
students before firmly defining
her role. . '
Professor Schwartz will not
begin her new assignment until
the spring of 1981. She will be
taking a sabatical next fall to do
research in administrative law and
to work with the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
on public health in medicare and
medicaid.
NYU as well as the NLC. Listed
among her numerous publications
is the Little, Brown & Co.'s Sex
Discrimination and the Law:
Causes and Remedks and The
Rights of Women.
The faculty voted on April 11
to make an offer of a tenure-track
position to part-time professor
Peter Raven-Hansen. Raven-
Hansen is currently teaching
Economic Theory for Lawyers. If
these two individuals should ac-
cept the hiring for next year
would be complete. The new full
members of the faculty would be
Dienes, tenured, and the follow-
ing in tenure-track positions;
Cheh, Kempler, Schechter (NY
.practitioner) and then Ross and
Raven-Hansen.
Raven-Hansen is' an associate
with the D.C. firm Hogan and
Hartson and has been with the
firmsince 1974..He is a 1974Har-
vard Law Graduate and was a
Graduate Prize Fellow with the
Harvard Dept. of Economics. He
has also been a recipient of the
Know Fellowship and a Ful-
bright-Hays Award.
Professor Schwartz graduated
from the NLC in 1971 with very
high honors and has worked with
Department of Transportation
and the Federal Trade Commis-
sion. She is presently the Chair-
person of the National Advisory
Committee on the Flamable
Fabrics Act,a member of the Ad-
visory Committee on Rules for
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia, and a con-




It is with no mean measure of relief that we read Prof. Ban-
zhaf's "The Brave New World of Law School Grading" in this
issue of "The Advocate" and his description of a faculty
discussion on objective exams. No more need the student be
caught up in that terrible sense of doubt after he receives his
grades and wonder if there is any chance that the professor might
have been wrong. No longer will we have students asking a
professor during an exam if perhaps there isn't some unac-
counted ambiguity in one of the questions. In fact students may
never again have to take exception to anything that a professor
says. We have it now, admittedly through Prof. Banzhaf's eyes,
that one professor never makes mistakes in formulating his exam
questions, at least to this date. -'
Now we are certain that that professor's remarks were
reported somewhat out of context but the remarks do underscore
the problem with most of the, arguments for objective exams.
Objective exams assume that unambiguous language is possible.
Despite the efforts of the common law courts to pare down the
parole evidence rule, and contrary to the accounts of countless
poets, philosphers, etc., meaning and intent can be com-
municated free of all doubt. While this is probably bad news for
the arts, it is certainly great news for society in general as legal
disputes over contracts will eventually be eliminated and those
tiresome epistemological debates will finally come to an end.
Perhaps the more important reason for the growth of objective
exams, beside the discovery of crystalline language are the
benefits as described in the article; that objective exams offer to
professors: free time and an accountability. We would like to
reassure the professors of the importance of these benefits. After.
all, only a consumer nut would expect a professor to personally,
grade his exams and possibly explain the reasons for the correct
answer. (Apparently only a Marxist would expect. written
comments.) $4100 is a pittance in these inflationary times and if
that much money can't buy a car that won't burn up why should
it buy any more than the same exam and answer sheet year after
year. Further the average faculty salary here at the NLC ac-:
cording to this year's Self-Study report is only a miserable
$40,000 and some $5,000 inperks and this only gives one June,
July and some of August free. Only Bess Myerson would expect
such a paltry amount to be sufficient to buy a new test each year
or a conference to go over an exam.
This petty diatribe is completely inapposite for the majority of .
professors who are very selfless with the time. Rather, it is in-
tended to be prospective in nature and stem the growth of the use
of objective exams. Reliance on statistics to demonstrate the
fairness of objective tests is misleading. Statistics proving one
thing or another are incredibly easy to find, social scientist gush
them out like there is no tomorrow. No matter how many are
stacked up they are only a thin veil for the real benefits of ob-
jective exams.
• • •• •• • • • • •
The editors would like to thank all those who contributed to
.Vol. 11 of the Advocate and to all those who gave their time to
get it into shape. Next year's Editor-in-Chief will be William
Schladt and any and all interested in working on the paper next
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The 1980 National Convention
of La Raza Alliance was held in
N.Y. City over the week-end of
March 20-23. Two delegates from
The G.W. National Law Center
La Raza Chapter were present.
The a». Chapter is part of a
larger, national organization; La
Raza Legal Alliance is an or-
ganization of latino legal workers
(i.e., lawyers, para-legals law stu-
dents, and other law related jobs)
who are dedicated to the proposi-
tion that social, and economic
changes can be best achieved by
consolidating their legal skills and
using them in the legal arena.
The theme of this convention
was Economic Oppression: Con-
solidating the legal worker's re-
sponse. Through a series of work-
shops, problems affecting minori-
ties in general, and economically
oppressed minorities in particu-
lar, were explored. The five areas
considered most critical, Affirma-
tive Action, Labor organizing,
Education, Immigration, and In-
stitutionalized violence, were fo-
cusedon.
Problems with affirmative ac-
tion programs stem primarily
from the deep economic crisis the
country is facing. As is usually the
case, social services programs and
other programs geared towards
improving the socio-economic
conditions of minorities are the
first to be cut. 'The economic cri-
sis has forced many previous sup-
porters of such programs to with-
draw their support.
Labor organization and educa-
tio~, tW? k~ avenues through
which mmorities ~""nachieve so-
cial and economic. arity, are also
suffering attacks. Section 14(b) of
the Taft-Hartley Act is seen by
farm workers as a major impedi-
ment of their right to unionize. A
speaker from the Texas Farm-
workers Union spoke about the
daily incidents, and constant
struggles.farm workers are going
through 10 order to form unions.
The bill, which merely says that
all people have the right to work,
whether'or not they are union
members, has the effect of under-
minin~ theformattion or stability
of unions. Non-unionized work-
ers are used as strike-breakers
under the "Right to Work" laws'
effectively removing the most po:
tent weapon (often Only) that
these workers have available. Mi-
grant workers are particularly af-
fected by this amendment, since
often times it is their only way t~
assert any rights they might have
when opposed by the more power-
ful producers.
Violations of the 1974 Federal
Fair Labor Standards Act, which
prohibits children under twelve
years of age to work in commer-
cial practices, are a reality. Many
times, the figures given as f. work-
er's wages actually represents the
work of the whole family. En-
forcement of the laws is lacking,
. partly because the laborers them-
selves are not aware of their
rights; or justifiably, given the
role of the police in many of the
affected areas, do not believe they
can assert them effectively.
La Raza, in conjunction with
organizations such as the Na-
tional Lawyers Guild, the Na-
tional Conference of Black Law-
yers, the Farm Labor Organi~ng
Committee, and other progressIVe
organizations, is carrying out
lobbying efforts for the passage
of a National Agricultural Labor
Relations Act. A supporting body
similar to the NLRB would pro-
vide the administrative support.
The National Labor Relations
Act which gives the worker a legal
right to bargain and organize, ex-
cludes agricultural workers.
The problems immigrants. face
as undocumented workers were
also explored. Since the media
often portrays immigrant labor as
disruptive and undesirable, the
American public has a distorted
view of the role of immigrant
labor, as a cost-saving measure.
Laborers are brought in from
countries such as Jamaica, Santa
Domingo, and Mexico, under spe-
cial visas and permits by pro-
ducerswho later maintain them
on camps under slavery-like
conditions. The human rights of
many of them are violated with-
out any response from the law en-
forcement mechanisms that are
supposed to protect them.
The. O'Brien Amendment,
passed In the Senate on September
of 1979, was added on to the
Appropriations Bill for the Legal
Services Corporation. It stipu-
lates that:
None of the funds to the
LSC are to be used to carry out
any activities for or on behalf of
any individual who is known to be
an alien in the U.S. in violation of
the Immigration and Nationality
Act or any other law. convention
or treaty of the U.S. relating t~
the exclusion, deportation, or
expulsion of aliens.
As was brought out by Senator
Alan Cranston during floor de-
bate on the bill; this would substi-
tute an attorney's subjective
judgement as to whether a poten-
tial client is "legally" within the
country, for the full due process
proceedings that the individual is
entitled to receive under current
immigration laws.
Enforcement of immigration
laws is a major problem, because
it is also enforced in a racially dis-
criminatory manner. Deportation
hearings, the processing of visa
applications, and police enforce-
ment of immigration laws, are
often related to the ethnic or ra-
cial background of the aliens in-
volved.
Other aspects of institutional-
ized discrimination were brought
out in other workshops. The most
critical ones were seen as the
forced sterilization of minority
women, and police brutality in
communities made up primarily
of minorities.
People who often do not speak
English are "persuaded by doc-
tors to go through sterilization."
La Raza's policy is not so much
against sterilization per se, as it is
against the uniformed steriliza-
tion procedures that are more
often than not the case.
The role of La Raza in solving
this problem is through a com-
munity based approach. Neigh-
borhood legal clinics disseminate
information regarding the rights
of workers, undocumented work-
ers, and indigent people; attor-
neys represent these people in
court, and join with other or-
ganizations in lobbying efforts .
New Librarians Named
Mr. Brian Robert Dixon was
nam~d by the law Library to serve
full-time as Associate Law LI-
brarian for Reader Services, to
succeeds Mr. James S. HelIer,
who resigned at the end of Febru- ' Ms. Sally AnnHostetler has been
a~y. Mr. Dixon will begin his ser- appointed to the position of Li-
vice on Tuesday, April 8. brary Assistant (Reference/Circu-
lation) in the Reader Service De-
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of partment of the Law Library,
Georg~ Washi~gton University, effective April 12, it was an-
Mr. Dixon received his A.B. de- nounced by Professor Hugh Y.
gree in 1973. He also received the Bernard, Law Librarian, on April
J.D. degree from our National 8. Ms. Hostetler will replace Ms.
Law Center in 1978, and has com- Ann Johnson, who resigned in Fe-
pleted alI course requirements at bruary to accept a position in the
Catholic University of America library of a local law firm.
fo~ the Master's degree in Library
SCience as of December 1979. He Ms. Hostetler has worked in .
has served for several years as one our library.as a student assistant
o.C the part-time professional as- on a part-time basis at the refer-
slsta?ts 10 our Law Library for ence desk since February. She is a
evening a~? we~k-end duty, and is graduate of Anderson College,
thus familiar With the library, its Anderson, Indiana (A.B., 1979)
resources, staff, and services. and will be attending our Law
School on a part-time basis while
Until early this year, Mr. Dixon working in the library. Her main
was employed at the, Federal responsibilities will be in the area
Trade Commission Library as a of direct reader assistance at the
graduate student assistant in ac- main reference/reserve desk on
~~~SIt10ns"reader services, legis- the third floor, assisting the new
- ive services and cataloging de- director of Reader Services, Mr.
partment~. He was selected for Brian R. Dixon, who commenced
the ~PPolOtm~nt. in our library . h,is duties..A...pril B•
after an extensive search c'" , ..ovenng
the entire country, involving the
winnowing of many highly qual-
ified applicants.
by~f:lr Hopping
the Wall Street Journal, who
regularly cover the Supreme
Court, spoke about their ex-
periences to a large number of
students.
SPACE NEEDS UPDATE
A program has been drafted
and presented to 2 architects (one
'of which will be selected), who
will make preliminary plans. The
program consists of a statement
of law school needs without bud-
getary limits. A committee
representing various GW, depart-
ments will meet to discuss
development plans for the univer-
sity and will endorse the SBA
position of building the school
across the street, from its present
site. Construction will probably
begin in the Spring of '81.
That's it for this semester. For
those of you who let spring fever
get the best of you, welcome to
the club. For those of you who
plan to take exams seriously,
good luck!
The SBA met Thursday, April
3rd, to discuss avrious matters of
monumental importance.
However, I'm afraid I can't tell
you about those matters at this
time due to limited space. Other
business addressed at the meeting,
include the honor code, the
placement center, grade disparity,
academic evaluations, social




A survey is in the making which
will be sent to 20-25 big-city law
, schools in order to find out about
their placement programs-s-suc-
cesses, failures, etc. The com-
pleted surveys will be presented to
Lynn Hiner and Dean Barron.
A table was set up in Stockton
last week to determine, via a 3rd-
year day and 4th-year night sur-
vey, how effective our placement
center is. Though the results
which appear in this issue ~t
be surprising, they do promise to,
be colorful.
GRADE DISPARITY
Due to student complaints,
Professor Sharpe is doing a 4-year
study to determine whether or not
there is a problem with grade dis-
parity. The SBA hopes to get a
look at Sharpe's data and also
hopes to take a survey of the '.
faculty to see what their opinions
are. The SBA has been informed
that the faculty and the, Dean
heard a presentation by Professor
Fink last week on this subject.
SOCIAl. EVENTS
Mary Cheh organized a very
successful forum entitled "The
Supreme Court: A Journalist's
Perspective," which took place
Wednesday, April 9, at 1:15.
Reporters from The Washington
Star, the Associated Press, and HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!
ABA/LSD at the NLC
by David B. Brandolph
As the spring semester enters its
final few weeks those of you who
have joined' or who have ever
thought of joining the Law Stu-
dent Division of the' American
Bar Association.should take time
to consider the investment you
should make in the 1980-81
academic year. [Membership
currently approximates one-third
of the na~n's law school popula-
tion. ' "
To aid in this decision-making
process a progress report is pre-
sented on the state of the Law
Student Division at The National
Law Center.]
The Division is a fully ac-
credited section of the American
Bar Association. It is represented
in the ABA Board of Governors
by' two student representatives.
While not politically tied to the
doctrine of the ABA Board, the
Division, through the commun-
ications of its nationalrepresenta-
tives, can have an effect on the
political positions taken by the
Senior bar.
This was demonstrated by" the
full representation of the lIth
Circuit (Washington, D.C.
schools) on the floor of the ABA
House of Delegates, meeting in
Dallas, 1979. Our proposal to ex-
tend the permitted workweek for
full-time law students to twenty
(20) hours (from the ABA fifteen
(15) hour mandate) was replaced
on the floor by a proposal from
the 8th Circuit, for a thirty(30)
hour limitation, which was con-
sidered totally unacceptable by
the Senior bar. Additional resolu-
tions supported by the II th Cir-
cuit included those promoting the
ERA and the D.C. Voting Rights
Act. In addition, the II th Cir-
cuit's fight against the "re-organ-
ization" of the student circuits,
which would have extended the
size of our circuit to include Vir-
ginia schools, was supported by
other LSD circuits, and ultimately
was approved by the Senior bar.
All participation in ABA/LSD
functions is purely voluntary.
form student-run liaison groups
Those who choose not to partici- to the Senior bar.
pate in local 11th Circuit activities The Washington, D.C. Circuit
do receive less value for their encompasses all six accredited law
money. However, the sub- schools within the District of Col-
scriptions to the ABA Journal umbia and geographically is the
and the Student Lawyer, and re- tightest Circuit in the nation. [The
duced rates to ABA sections and Eleventh Circuit's rise in stature
section meetings (many held in was, although not by accident,
Washington, D.C.), opportunities quite dramatic. Circuit Governor
to serve in student liaison posi- Steve Steele (Catholic University)
tions to various ABA sections and stepped into his position in the
standing committees, coupled midst of a Washington, D.C. Cir-
with a free year's admission to the cuit rife in political and racial
ABA upon graduation, easily controversy.] Many believe that it
makes the small fee of $6.50 a is now the 'premier Circuit in the
worthy investment. In addition, Division. At least one if not two
the medical insurance plan for the of the new executive board mem-
upcoming year lias been revised, bers of the Division will come
and now may offer the best cov- from this Circuit. Steve Steele
erage available to Washaington (current Governor) is the uncon-
law students. Also, the Division tested national Chairperson for
will offer reductions on popular the 1980-81 school year, and Ruf-
legal outline series beginning next ina Hernandez (Georgetown
fall. . University) is a candidate for the
The primary purpose of the position of Secretary-Treasurer.
organization, though, is to de- The LSD officers at The Na-
velop a unified voice of law stu- tional Law Center for the 1979-80
dents that will have a say in the school .year were Lieutenant
development of legal education Governor Susan K. Anthony (ap-
and in the future of the legal pro- pointed by the Circuit Governor)
fession. To carry out that intent, and myself (appointed by the Stu-
the LSD is divided into 13 dent Bar Association President).
regions, or "circuits," which - con unuedon p~ge eiih t
Phi Delta Elects New Officers
Mr. Baker Smith, President of Province XXI,of Phi Delta Phi,
has announced that John Marshall Inn at George Washington Uni-
versity is the recipient of the 1979-80 Inn of the Year Award.
The award is given on the basis of membership, service to the
community, and law school, and to service to the members. Pro-
vince XXI is the largest of the provinces and is composed of over 16
law schools including Georgetown, University of Virginia, Univer-
sity of Delaware, William and Mary, and University of Richmond.
The newly elected officers of John Marshall Inn for the 1980-81
year are:
Magister Debbie Winegard
Vice Magister for Activities Craig Kabatchnick




Social Committee Chairman Ron Wisla
The membership of Phi Delta Phi which presently consists of over
50 members, held an "End of the Year Party" on April lith. Phi
Delta Phi plans to initiate programs over the summer for the Fall,
and we encourage interested ,people to attend '. i
Page three
IItan fIiQ!nmtr
by William H. Schladt
Dean Barron has now acted as dean of the National Law Cen-
ter for almost a year. The Advocate conducted an informal inter-
view with the dean on Thursday, April 10, in order to explore his
feelings and ideas reflecting upon hisfirst year as dean.
Q: The first question is what your general feelings are towards
your first year as dean; that is, what you feel have been your ac-
complishments and disappointments this year?
A: If the question is what are my reactions to the first year,.it is
a very positive one. I have enjoyed this year. I have had a long as-
sociation with the school and I am interested in it. Knowing
many of the students, faculty and alumni has made it inuch easier
since this is such an enormous place. Someone who didn't know
the enterprise at all might have taken two years just to say "How
do you do."
Q: I'd like to know whattype of positive things you think you
have been able to accomplish.
A: Well, I think we are well along on planning for the building
expansion. Right now we are down to the finishing lines with the
architects and that is very exciting. I think that Stockton looks a
little better than it did. We know that it is not adequate but I
think it is more attractive than it was.
I have also been very interested and have worked very closely
with the Appointments Committee. Whenever they have been in-
terested in pursuing someone and an offer has been made, I have
'tried very hard to persuade the candidates to accept. I believe we
have done pretty well on the appointments process this year. We
have added to the faculty some very good teachers to the school,"
including Profs. Cheh, Kempler, Dienes and a professor that the
student body does not know as well-Roger Schechter. He is not
presently here. He is practicing law in New York. Incidentally, he
is a GW Columbian College graduate which makes him in-
terested in our school. I think those people that we have extended
offers to thus far and that have accepted are a good team and
should bring some vitality to the school. I think that they're all
'good teachers and that some of them, and probably all of them,
will be productive scholars.
Q: In reference to the building plans, I am sure you have heard
the criticism especially from Carlos Del Valle concerning the
inadequacy of the ten million dollar figure. What is your reaction
to that?
A: As I have said before, it is not, 1think, a useful enterprise
to try to figure out what the bottom line figure on this plan is. In
the inflationary times we live in, if the ten million dollar figure is
improbable, even fifteen million dollars is improbable. By the
time we are through with this thing, the figure will probably be
twenty or twenty-five million dollars. I think what we have to-do
is first see the designs from the architects.
Right now the committee under the leadership of Prof'.Roths-
child is doing a program under the so-called "users committee."
.The program will be submitted to the architect and he will draw
plans based on the program. I have every confidence that
whatever the architect ultimately selected tells us will be the
minimum for our program.
There isn't ten million dollars there now. People say that that
is inadequate. At least half of whatever sum is arrived at is going
to have to be raised. I have spent a great deal of time working
, with alumni this year and part of my talk when I go out to speak
to an alumni group is to emphasize the need for new facilities,
and the present plans to accomplish it. This is to lay a ground
work for a capital funds drive, which is where at least half of the
money is going to come from.
Another thing you have to consider is the present interest rates.
The money that is raised is going to be used to secure a construc-
tion loan. Then the university is going to have to service the debt
on that loan. Obviously, the higher the interest rate goes, the
more difficult it is going to be for the university under the cover
of current revenues to meet the indebtedness. To me, all that says
is that we have got to start building soon. A building that is com-
pleted in the next five years is going to be cheaper than a building
that you wait another five years to complete.
Q: I think that there may be some confusion and maybe a little
disappointment over the alternatives in the building plan at least
in terms of the long-range university development plans. This
project seems to be focused on an "addition" to the present
buildings.
A: It seems to me that it is likely to be on this site. On the other
hand, it may be that the program will require space on other sites
as well. I don't think we ought to anticipate that kind of thing.
We are going to have the architects give us designs. These are
people who have built other law schools. It seems to me that it is
not a wise thing to do at a time when the university, the Board of
Trustees, and the alumni are interested in trying to get this law
school the kind of housing that it so desperately needs to poison
the atmosphere with issues that seem to me entirely too
premature.
Q: Some people might take issue with how premature these
issues are?
A: Well, you see, if you get everybody mad, nobody is going to
give any money. And, I am one of the ones who has to raise the
money, so I am not talking through my hat.
(Continued on page six)
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"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Evening Students
To the Editor:
I read with great interest the
February 27 article, "New SBA
Meets Dean." The article describ-
ed various social activities being
considered, and organized, by the
SBA. All the proposals sound
worthwhile, and I applaud any
effort to foster a greater sense of
library Thanles
To the Editor:
As I leave my job on April 16 as
the Law Library's Government
Documents/Reference Librarian
for a job with the federal govern-
ment, I should like to send a note
of thanks to the members of the
library staff, the student body,
and the faculty who have made by
year's stay here such a rewarding
one.
I particularly want. to put in a
plug for the Law Library staff
(including those who have resign-
ed within the last eight months), a
rather unique group of people;
Where else could one find a
community among the NLC stu-
dents and between the NCL stu-
dents and faculty.
However, in planning these and
other activities, the SBA conspi-
cuously forgets the needs of a
substantial portion of the NCL
student body-the evening stu-
dents. Social activities (e.g. beer
blasts) begin in the afternoon and
talented jazz singer, a specialist in
" the education of deaf children, a
former Richmond City Jaillibrar-
ian, an engineer/ lawyer/ librar-
ian, a harmonica player/ singer/
lawyer/ librarian, a former librar-
ian who is now an archaeology
doctoral student at England's Ox-
ford University, Ted Kennedy's
most persuasive and enthusiastic
supporter, a future skydiver, a
former Circulation Library Assis-
tant who is now the assistant law
librarian for a D.C. law firm (and
hopelessly in love with that graci-
ous and gorgeous Southern city,
Mobile, Alabama), and finally,
the Library Specialist for periodi-
cals who, with her many years of
experience, could easily wear the
hat of either Government Docu-
end by the time evening stu.dents
arrive. It often appears that IDt~r-
esting guest lecturers speak WIth
students at 3:30 or 4:00 p.m,
More importantly, evening law
students have the same career
information needs as the day stu-
dents. Yet career orientation ses-
sions (e.g. Professor Cheh's meet-
ing with women students; meeting
on Federal judicial clerkships) are
ments/ Reference Librarian or
Circulation/ A.V.I Reference
Librarian.
Furthermore, unlike some law
libraries where the student work-
ers know little more than the
library's opening and closing
hours, our Law Library's third-
floor Reference/Circulation desk
has been fantastically lucky in
attracting law students with a
great deal of initiative and in-
tellectual curiosity: they want to
learn the ins and outs of legal re-
search and realize that there is
never an excuse for replying "I
don't know" to a patron's refer-
ence question (the correct answer
being "I don't know, BUT I'LL
FIND SOMEONE WHO
DOES"). They are even encour-
also scheduled for the early after·
noon making attendance by
eveni~g students impossible.
. I hope that the new SBA o!.
ficers demonstrate a greater sensi-
tivity to, and awareness of, !he
needs and concerns of evemng
'students. While it is true that
evening students' schedules are
aged, and do so regularly, to call
library staff members at home for
assistance during those hours
when a librarian is not on duty
(particularly during the last two
months, when the library has
been short-staffed due to the loss
of two of its most valuable staff
members, Anne Johnson and Jim
Heller).
The main purpose of this letter,
is to increase faculty and student'
awareness of the Law Library
staff's skills, experience, and
EXUBERANCE. I emphasize the.
last word because without that
quality, one cannot be effective,
efficient or content in any line of
work, whether it be teaching,
learning, or (as we are doing in
the Law Library) helping those
less flexible than those of day stu-
dents, this should not be used as a
convenient excuse for ignoring
them as activity schedules are
planned. With minimum effort,
the interests of evening studen~
can be incorporated into SBA's
planning.
Debra Diener
who teach and learn. I believe
these qualities are reflected in the
great many improvements made
in the law library during the last
three years. While there is still a
long way to go in terms of I) ade-
quate physical facilities and 2)
salaries which allow for the high
cost of living in the D.C. area, the
determination and resourceful-
ness of the Law Center admini-
stration could resolve the salary
problem rather' quickly. Should
this problem not be tackled
immediately, the National Law
Center stands to lose some of the
best library people in the busi-
ness. I am confident, however,




in D.C. to see punk music-
Madams Organ, which will soon
To the Editor: reopen at 14th and T Streets, NW.
On the threshold of exams, a I assume that Jim Heller was
few comments on a strictly social' making the same mistake of con-
matter, of no academic impor- fusing punk and new wave, in his
tance: musical myopia injhe law "exit interview" with the Adyo-,
school. 'cate, he characterized one or ihe '
First, the Advocate should not other as "mindless" (brainless? I
perpetuate the misconception that forget) music. In any event, one
punk is new wave, or that new has only to explore punk and new
wave is punk. They are quite wave a bit to find that neither is
separate musical forms, and "mindless"-three-chord punk
despite its headline last issue, the' was a very conscious return to the
Advocate highlighted no punk classic origins of rock and roll, a
clubs in the area. Punk began creative (that's what I said) pro-
and, with a few aberrations, will test against the glittery super-
quite likely end, as a garage ficiality and studio/synthetic gim-
phenomenon; and, since the de- mickry which characterized mueh
mise of the Atlantis Club, these of mid-seventies rock; punk lyrics
days there is really only one place frequently expressed social/politi-
cal and emotional frustrations
with a simplicity which was elo-
quent, yet which was viewed as
"mindless" by those who didn't
care to' understand them. But
what the hell-if you don't like it,
you don't like it!
.. Which raises the next point:
new waveinusic is now both
popular and "respectable"-it
carries the Parade Mag and
People Mag seals of approval,
after all, and Hugh Downs tells us
Debbie Harry is the greatest thing.
since fish sticks! So tell me this;
are the big dogs in the SBA going
tosubiect us to another night of
disco dementia at this year's end
of school bash? I mean, it's great
that disco got America', dancing
again, but hey kids, now we've
got music that is not only dance-
able, but treats us to a little musi-
cal talent and creativity at the
same time!! Believe me, there's
nothing to he afraid of-if you
can dance to Donna Summer, you
can dance to Talking Heads!
Really! ". .'
I realize that most of us in the
law school are of the What-Me
Worry? generation, but, as Jeff
(Bugs) Sacks says, it's time to
wake up and smell the coffee,
ain't it? Not everyone gets ofCon
disco. Some of us can't get off on
it at all, some of us are AC-DC,
and some of us are 33 RPM dis-
coma tons who will never be able
-to develop 45 RPM pogoordina-
tion, but geez, Louis-how about
letting us try? New wave is the
freshest thing in rock and roll,
and it's pushing its way up front.
This is a simple fact, evidenced by
sales and ever-increasing air
play-if one doesn't like it, it's
probably time to tune in the oldies
station and hang up your dancing
shoes. Because it's there, nonethe-
less.
So, SBA~ how about letting it
be here, too? We've been thump-
thump-thumping 1br fifteen
weeks-to class, to work, to the
lfbrary;For many of us, the
"mindless' thump-thump-thump-
ing of disco is just more of the
same, when we're ready to k-k-k-
kick out of the jams and start
summer on a different beat. How
about some equal time?
ShaunPharr
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need I submit the names of the their clients' needs than they must the population of the National
eight. They know who they are, ever exhibit to their classmates. It Law Center, I hope you will con-
and what they said. It has been is absolutely impermissible to dis- sider this incident and so conduct
the tendency of almost everyone, miss such behavior as merely acts your personal and professional
that is, virtually everyone except by "students" which "of course,. affairs in a manner that should
the four victims, to sweep the would never be repeated by the befit the profession that we are
matter behind a facade of new- same callers as professionals." . about to enter into.
found concern with the develop- The identical acts might well not Laurence Getzoff,
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Press Comments onSupreme Cou;i
M
confidentiality, Wermeil stated:
"It all comes down to that law
clerks don't believe that Justices
are as smart as the editorial staff
of the Harvard Law Review."
Finally, Denniston commented
on the insensitivity of the Court
to the way the media works. "No
decision, including Nebraska
Press Association, shows sensi-
tivity to the way ideas move
through or society, particularly
through the media. The Court
decisions on press cases runs
contrary to the way the press runs
its business." Dennison cited
Herbert v. Landow and Gannett in
support of his claim.
by Carlos Del Valle
Last April 9, three reporters
who regularly cover the Supreme
Court held a panel discussion at
the National Law Center entitled
"The Supreme Court: A Journal-
ist's Perspective." The discuss-
ion, co-sponsored by Professor
Mary Cheh and the SBA, was
attended by approximately one
hundred students.
Richard Carelli, from the
Associated Press, started off by
answering some criticism com-
mo~y directed against the press,
mamly that the coverage is super-
ficial. He noted that the legal
significance of a court action does
not always parallel its news-
worthiness. He cited as an ex-
ample the denial of cert in the
Patty Hearst case, which
although of little legal signifi-
cance was definitely a news item
for the public. Similarly, he noted
the Court's refusal up to date to
review any case involving homo-
sexual rights. Here the denial of
cert in a particuale case involving
homosexual rights is not in itself a
story, but the cumulative denial
of cert in this category of cases is
an item both newsworthy and of
legal significance.
The press, Carelli noted, is a
private enterprise involved in
commercial endeavors and its
function is limited by this fact. A
product of the commercial
competition between newspapers
is the rush to the phone after an
important decision. For example,
Bakke came out one day at about
10:03 A.M. and by 10:06 A.M.
there was a bulletin already on the
AP wire. Obviously, under these
circumstance there was no time to
read the entire decision and there
existed the possibility of mis-
representing the decision. This is
the risk involved in shooting from
the hips. Most times, contends
Carelli, an error due to time
pressure does not make that much
difference in the history of the
nation.
The second speaker was
Stephen Wermeil, from the Wall
street Journal. He named a few
authorities who had accused the
press of barely knowing or under-
standing the significance of the
Supreme Court decisions. Rehn-
quist, among others, has stated
that the press has a superficial
analysis of its decision. Wermeil
contended, however, that the
press' analysis of the Court's
decision was comparable to that
of attorneys. How can the press
forecast the significance when
lawyers themselves do not know.1
For example, who could have
said that Brown would have
stood for integrated swimming
pools, parks, etc. when it first
came out.
Wermeil directed his criticism
to the Supreme Court itself, stat-
ing that the recent Supreme Court
decisions were ambiguous and un-
clear. It has become increasingly
hard to distinguish the holding
from the dicta. The latest example
is the Gannett case where thedicta
seemed to suggest that all crimin-
al trials could be closed. Critics of
the press condem the press'
.certainly not the ABA." Denni-
son added that the First Amend-
ment may mean what the Court
wants it to mean, but it also
means what other people, for es-
ample Myron Farber, are ready.to
risk for what they think it means.
Denniston admitted that the
Brethen is a superficial book, but
thinks it is an enormous contribu-
tion to the history of the First
.Amendment because it is the first
book that really gives the public
of the internal work of a public
institution. "Gone are the days
when Tony Lewis would write
marvelous reports about the
Warren Court." The biggest val-
ue of the book are the conference 1------------...,
report because they reveal all the
human factors that go into the
making of a decision. "The
Brethen must be understood as a
newspaper series published be-
tween hardcovers: not analytical,
not perfectly reported, generally
superficial, but containing more
information than any other book
that you ever knew before."
An extensive question and an-
swer period followed of which I'll
highlight two points. Denniston
blamed the leaks which enable
Woodward and Armstrong to
write the book on the bureau-
cratization of the Supreme Court.
In the old days each Justice had
his personal law clerk, but today
there are a total of 36 law clerks.
This produces a process of at-
tenuation between the law clerks
and the Justices which results in
the loss of confidentiality.
Commenting on this loss of
emphasis on dicta, but if the dicta
is present it must be present be-
cause it is relevant and must have
somekind of significance.
He also emphasized the grow-
ing importance of footnotes and
dissents. Footnotes, he stated. are
including more and more, often
including statements such as "In
this case we are not deciding this
or that.,;" and thus very impor-
tant in terms of defining the scope
of the decision. Wermeil feels that
this information should not be
lost in the footnotes when it is a
material part of the decision.
Dissent are also very important
because although they contain a
exagerated degree of hype, they
are also the clearest part of the
decision in stating what the
majority means.
The third speaker was Lyle
Denniston, of the Washingtn Star
who spoke on two main themes:
an absolutist interpretation of the
First Amendment and on The
Brethen.
The First Amendment, accord-
ing to Dennison, is an articulation
of absolutism regarding the exer-
cise of free speech in its relation-
ship to the government. The press
should have complete access to
the Supreme Court's work, in-
cluding the conference reports,
drafts and preliminary opinions.
"The Supreme Court is a govern-
ment entity exercising power
affecting the people's life.
Process is an important part of
result. The only form of ac-
countability the Supreme Court is
.subject to is that of the press. It'is .
Chorus Spring Concert
The George Washington
University Chorus, directed by
Stephen Prussing and ac-
companied by The George
Washington University Or-
chestra, directed by George
Steiner, presents its spring concert
on Thursday, April 17, 1980 in.
the Marvin Theatre, 800 21st
Street, Northwest.
The program includes the
following three large works:
VIVALDI, Credo; BACH,
Motet No.3; and PERGOLESI,
Laudate Pueri.
Gloria Harper Jackson, a
graduate voice student at the
university will sing the soprano
solos in the Pergolesi work.
Stephen Prussing will conduct.
The concert is open to the
public free of charge.
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(Continued from page three)
Q: I don't think it is new to the school that there is a space
problem.
A: No. But, finally, we have an atmosphere where a variety of
things have come into place, where there is wide recognition that
we need new housing. It seems to me to go with that tide and not
quibble about what ultimately is going to be good enough. You
don't want to get everybody excited and angry with one another.
What I am afraid of is that itwill cripple the program altogether.
Q: The argument against that is that you may ultimately wind
up with inadequate facilities.
A: Well, you know these are matters of opinion, and this is my
opinion.
Q: Let me change the subject. What kind of plans has the law
school made to increase the recruitment of minority professors
and women?
A: We have a very representative appointments committee.
That is a committee responsibility and that question is better'
directed at the committee than me. The dean does not appoint the
faculty. The committee, in my opinion, has made a very active
effort to bring minorities and women into the faculty. The
process isn't over and I hope we will have more.
Q: You indicated last year that you would look into where the
money from the tuition hike last year would be spent. Students
tend to want to know exactly how their money is spent.
A: One of the places that the money goes.is into offsetting the
inflation rate. We have about an 180/0inflation rate. The general
split of revenues between the law school and the university is con-
sidered to be a fair one as law schools go. The general level of
revenues means on the whole that the total package given to the
law school for salaries allows for something around an eight per-
cent increase, which is totally inadequate. We find that in com-
peting with other law schools for faculty that we are at a distinct
disadvantage. Georgetown is going to be $5500 next year; we are-
going to be $4600. Considering that job opportunities for their
students and ours are about the same and that the reputation of
the schools is about the same, I do not think that the students are
being short-changed by the level of tuition. You can't have top-
notch faculty and a first-rate building and pay anything less than
what we are getting now. In-fact, it is going to be very difficult
for private universities to continue without raising the tuition,
and if you check the East Coast schools, we are much lower.
You asked me if there is anything discouraging about this year.
One of the things that is discouraging is \when we get a per-
son interested in our school and you hear some of the money
offers that other schools are able to pay. I must say that I have
received support from the university and I have tried to meet
some of those offers, but the bidding is awfully high, especially
for a university that is not terribly well endowed.
Q: Last year, you expressed the opinion that some of the
students and faculty tend to undersell the school.
A: I don't remember making that statement. Maybe undersold
is a good word. I do subscribe to the view that we are a better
school than some of us think we are. I want to be careful on this
because I don't want to undersell the large number of students
and faculty who do have a high regard for our enterprise here.
We had this inspection team here, and although I don't know
what they are going to put in their report, I do know that they
told me that they were impressed with the level of morale at this
school. They sat in on a wide variety of courses. They felt that
the teaching, although varied in style, was of a high order. I hope
it will be in the final report. They were impressed with our
students' commitment to the school. There is so much life here-
all the different activities and programs.
The problem of the image of our school ultimately goes to our
facilities. I think that it does get in the way of our image of our-
selves.
Q: I wanted to know really what you have thought about im-
proving any bad image that the school may now have.
. A: I have been trying to do a number of things such as bringing
the students and faculty together so that they have a chance to see
each other. We are now trying to reach out to new programs. At
my suggestion the appointments committee has approved
Theresa Schwartz as Associate Dean. That will be voted on by
the faculty at the end of this month. ,
One of the things I will be asking of this new Associate Dean
when she comes in next year will be to turn her attention to the
kinds of things that will give us in a more formal wayan extra
curricular life. There will be a more systematic way in which we
will have speakers coming in here as part of a regular program.
We have all this talent out there and it would be good for some ot
these people who are lawyers and work for th~ ~overnmen~ or on
Capitol Hill to come to our school. Theresa IS interested m that
and I think that she is going to do a good job with that.
Another thing I have asked her to do is to be available for
student counselling. Again, I think it is going to be a morale
builder. This is an area in which we can use some added strength.
You can't do everything in one year. It takes a while to build.
Some of the things I have mentioned have helped.
Q: What have you done to correct the problem that caused the
school to admit too many first year students last fall?
A: You mean whether it is going to happen next year? Dean
Potts, the vice-chairman of the Admissions Committee, Dean
Stanick who is the chairman and I have been meeting once a week
for the past seven weeks. We are monitoring very closely how
many applied and how many accepted' and it is an enormous
task. We are avery popular law school. While some of the major
law schools have had decreasing numbers of applications, our
school keeps going up. All law schools of our size over-accept.
You have to make a guess. You have to ask how many of X num-
ber will actually come. We think with the kind of controls we.
have this year we won't have the problem.
We learned from last year's experience and the total number of
students that we accept this year will be less than last. But,
sometimes a school suddenly becomes very popular and this can
change suddenly. Mandrake the Magician couldn't do much
about it.
Q: Although I know you have no control over this, I was won-
;dering if you personally have any problems with the fact that the
Law Review is a year behind schedule in printing. I know that
you have an article waiting to be printed. Do you think that there
is anything wrong with the way that it is being run by the
students?
A: Let me be honest with you. There is considerable anxiety in
the faculty about the delays in the Law Review. We did purchase
some new equipment for them. We hope that when everyone
becomes familiarized with that process they will come out more
often. I think Mark Stillwell, the editor, is very concerned about
it and I have talked with him from time to time. He tells me that
they have just received the proofs of the May 1979 issue.
My article on Herbert v. Landow which if it had come out on
time, would have been very timely. What happened there was
that I was writing on Herbert in the Court of Appeals and
criticizing that opinion. The Supreme Court decision essentially
took an approach that I was advocating. I revised the article
- when the Supreme Court decision came out. My article was very
responsive to the meaning of the case. I was disappointed, I may
. tell you, that instead of being one of the first article out on Her-
bert that it won't be.
Let me say something about this: Our student Law Review has
autonomy. The student Bar Association has autonomy. It is a
hallmark of the first-rated law schools that we say that our
students are college graduates. They are professionals. We give
them certain enterprises. We say this is your baby. I f you do that
sometimes it is going to work splendidly and sometimes there are
going to be problems. Obviously, there are problems. I know the
Review boar~~, both t~is one and past ones, and I know that they
are very sensinve to this problem. I do not believe this problem is
going to be characteristic in the future. If it is, we are going to
have to take a look at the whole thing. The faculty will have to
look into the thing.
Q: I have long been concerned about the fact that the law
school and the university as a whole do not seem to have a very
congenial academic relationship. There seems to be some sense of
the law school as some entity unto itself? .
A: I think that this is true. We do not have the outreach to the
rest of the u?i~ersity that I think that we should have. In our
de~e~se, and It ISnot much of a defense, this seems to be charac-
teristic of many law schools. Whether there is something in the
legal personality, I don't know.
I thought about how to resolve this this year. Oddly enough it
relates to expanded facilities. One way to have contact with
people is to have joint seminars and let persons from the oth
graduate departments take courses in our school. We are so tee~
ribly over-crowded. We are so limited in classroom space that r
cannot be hospitable even if we wanted to be. When we have~~
take law students out of elective courses for lack of space I
very reluctant to open Our doors to people who are n~t lam
~tudents. Pa~t of the.solu~io? to the problem of playing a m~~





head of a Pi:D'
Such a tiny cancer can
almost always be cured.
Mammography, a technique
oflow-dose breast x-ftjY.can
detect a cancer long before a
lump can be felt. While it is
still highly curable.
Ifyou are over 50 or
have special reasons to be
concerned with breast
. cancer. ask your doctor
about mammography.
Taming of the Shrew
By Stephen Bobo
A lively evening of Shakes-
pearean comedy is always a
delight, but the current produc-
tion of "The Taming of the
Shrew" at the Folger Theatre is a
special treat. The play, one of
Shakespeare's wittiest and 'most
popular, is energeticaJly
and imaginatively presented by a
solid cast. It is accompanied by
period music, songs, and loud
frolicking throughout the theater.
The authentic character of the
intimate Folger, modeled after
the Globe Theatre of Shakes-
peare's day,makes the experience
even more vivid.
Shakespeare uses two of his
favorite devices, multiple
disguises and the nesting of one
play within another, to great
effect in the Shrew. In the outer
play, which introduces the main
action, a nobleman gulls Christo-
pher Sly, a drunken tinker, into
actually believing that he is a lord
and the nobleman his servant. A
visiting troupe of actors then
presents the inner play for the
supposed lord's enjoyment.
The inner play is farcial romp
through the wooing and winning
of the wealthy sisters Kate and
Bianca. Kate, the elder one, is an
ill-tempered as Bianca is docile
and pleasant.Bianca has many
suitors, but her father has. for-
bidden her to marry before Kate
does. One comic scene follows
another as suitors vie both for her
heart and for her father's ap-
proval. The cocky Petruchio
hears about Kate from a friend
who loves Bianca and is im-
mediately interested, despite her
scolding tongue. After a whirl-
wind courtship, Petruchio
marries her and transforms Kate
from a sullen shrew into a model
wife. He uses no whip to "tame"
Kate; rather, he employs the
subtle psychological scheme of
behaving even worse than she
does while constantly praising her
mild and pleasant character .
Meanwhile, Lucentio, who
has exchanged clothes with his
servant in order to gain access to
Bianca, finally wins her love while
disguised as a teacher. But the
father has promised her to
Lucentio's servant in the guise of
- you guessed it - Lucentio.
The resulting confusion is cleared
up to the father's amazement, and
Lucentio and Bianca are. wed.
.Kate learns to be civil and
obedient as a result of Petruchio's
efforts and her love for him, but
she clearly gains a measure of
control over him as well. The
final banquet scene displays the
changes in Kate's behavior
through a wager between the
husbands as to which wife is most
obedient. To the surprise of all, it
is Kate who exhibits the mildest
demeanor and causes her husband
to win the bet.
The individual natures of
Shakespeare's characters is
brought out well by the cast. John
Neville-Adams plays Petruchio
with the energy and presence
needed to outdo Kate at her own
game. Ellen Newman as Kate is
perhaps too easily subdued and
transformed from her shrewish-
ness, but even in the final scene,
Kate's inner fire burns through
her mild exterior. Any actress
treads a narrow path in this role,
for if Kate is too gentle and thus
too fundamentally changed from
her former curst manner, then her
transformation lacks credibility.
But if Kate isn't mild enough at
the end, her final speech about the
virtues of wifely obedience seems
hypocritical.
Of the remaining characters,
Leonardo Cimino's portrayal of
Gremio, Bianca's eldest suitor, as
a creaky, cranky, fortunehunting
old man stands out. The efforts
of several others to straighten him
out after he gets stuck in a deep
bow produces one of the play's
funnier moments. Brian Kale also
puts on a colorful performance as
Petruchio'sservant Grumio.
This production makes several
imaginative changes which add to
the fun. Curtis, another of
Petruchio's servants, is played by
a woman,adding sexual over-
tones to her bantering with
Grumio. The part of -Sly, the
drunken tinker and supposed
lord, iserihanced when the troupe
induces him to playa role, which
he does. with enthusiasm. Not
only does'thisallow the inebriated.
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fool to make a bigger ass of
himself, to the enjoyment of all,
but it also helps to interweave the
inner and outer plays.
However, the production's
disregard for Sly's fundamental
,purpose weakens the structure
and leaves the play unfinished. As
this version ends, Sly, still
believing that he is a lord, watches
the final scene of the main play
from his seat in the audience.
Although Shakespeare left no
lines revealing Sly's noble future,
. it is not beyond the talents of this
imaginative director, Roger
Hendricks Simon, to provide
some means of wrapping up the
outer play. It would conclude
things nicely and be perfectly in
character for Sly if. after drinking
his way through' the play, he
could belch a few times, pass out
in his seat, and either be carried.
off the stage asleep by servants or
.be returned to his rags and former
state at the end of the main ac-
tion.
These points do not stand in the
way of enjoyment, however. The
Shrew makes for fun and worth
while entertainment, just the
thing to escape from exam
pressures. Although prior
knowledge is not necessary to
appreciate the play, familiarity
with plot details does allow one to
focus on the wealth of foolishness
and double entendres that Shakes-
peare provides. It will be playing
until May 25, so even the most
dedicated student has the chance
to catch it. .
Quirt Works at NCfA
"Walter Quirt: Early Works"
opens at the National Collection
of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institu-
tion, on April 4 and continues
through August 3. This exhibition
of 50 paintings, drawings and
political cartoons executed
between 1931 and 1943 was
selected from a larger retros-
pective, made possible by a grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts,at the University
Gallery of the University of
Minnesota.
Born in 1902, Quirt was a mid-
western surrealist who lived in
New York during the 1930s and
whose paintings were influenced
by his avocation as an illustrator
for such radical magazines as
"New Masses" and "New
P ion eel'
While this was typical of many
artists during the Depression, his
artistic involvement with leftist
causes also provided a basis for
his' lifelong use of cartoon-like
figures in his paintings. In New
York, he taught at the American
. Walter Quirt 'Burial' 1934
Artists School and also partici-
pated in the mural projects of the
Works" Progress . Adminis-
tration/Federal Art project.
Estranged from leftist groups and
disillusioned with politics, he
returned to the midwest in 1944
and, from 1956 until his death in




painted dreamscapes in the 1930s
into more expressionistic, color
controlled designs in the I940s.
The brightly colored, energetic
canvases he produced after 1942
are the culmination of earlier
stylistic themes and also form the
foundation for the remainder of
his mature work.
Milton Brown, Resident
Professor at the Graduate School,
City University of New York -
as well as an eminent art historian
- . writes in the accompanying
catalog: "He was a figure of some
stature, both politically and
artistically, in the New York art
world of the thirties.
He assumed intellectual leader-
ship in the John Reed Club, was
active in the formulation of social
realism as a weapon in the class
struggle and was a social-realist
, painter of undeniable talent.
"He' was one of the early
American converts to surrealism
and his pioneering effort to
transform it into social surrealism
Walter Quirt 'Protection of White Womanhood' 1934
seemed a daring and original
conception at the time. Because of
his status among radical artists,
Quirt'S conversion to surrealism
created a temporary disturbance
on the artistic left but it eventual-
ly had a more profoundly un-
settling effect upon his own art.
Seen in retrospect, it is obvious
that Quirt never ulfilled himself
as a socialrealist and that, fur-
thermore, he never managed to
reconcile his social theories with
surrealistic aesthetics. All of his
subsequent theoretical dis-
quisitions were attempts at
rationalizing the irreconcilable .
"Quirt's original social
commitment kept him from
finding that personal liberation in
surrealism that later led Arshile
Gorky and Jackson Pollock into a
new artistic realm. However, the
fact that he missed his historic
connections should not blind us to
that vital and creative part he
played in the drama of his time."
The National Collection of
Fine Arts is at 8th and G Streets
N.W. - at Gallery Place Metro
station - !it is open every day of
the week from 10 a.m, to 5:30
p.m, Admission is free.
";~~'~.l"''''''''~'_''''''*~./.:';'i~''' ~._.·, •• t~.~",,,,.\
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ABA/LSD: Barnes, Sethness Win
~:~~~~:~:;;.~:' ::o:~1 Advocacy 'c .Round. ..
will continue to serve as Repre- of the other schools offer courses eluded a first-year student lee-
sentative. Susan Anthony, newly on the counseling art, followed by ture series," and seminars in non-
elected on April 12th by lIth Cir- extensive iritra-school com- verbal communication for law-
cuit LSD representatives and Stu- petitions. Prospects for an ex- yers, It is unfortunate that m?~e
dent Bar Association Presidents, panded competition and extensive students were not able to partici-
will serve as Circuit Governor.' training, perhaps in the form of pate in what was reported to be an
[She will attend the ABA/LSD an actual course, are bright. interesting and exciting program.
Board of Governors meeting to be For the first time, GW sent a The Spring Roundtable, sched-
held in Chicago this weekend; representative team to the lIth uled for April 12, 1980, offered
which has, as one of its purposes, Circuit's National Appellate Ad- another opportunity for law stu-
the training of those new to the vocacy Competition (NAAC). dents to experience a quality
position.] Diana M. Brown, also Mandie Barnes and Clifford Seth- ABA/LSD conference. This pro-
of GW, will serve as the Women's ness, who argued this past Satur- gram featured NBC news corres-
Law Caucus Coordinator for the day, emerged as the winners in pondent Carl Stern, Yale Law
II th Circuit. what is quickly becoming the na- School Dean Geoffrey Hazard
The 1979-80 school year has tion's most prestigious Moot (Proposed Model Code of Profes-
seen the birth of three ABA-spon- Court competition. The Circuit's sional Responsibility) and
sored programs, the groundwork champions advance to the na- Thomas Corcora~ ("Tom~y the
for a fourth, and the production tional competition this summer in Cork") (the practice of law In the
of two extensive day-long pro- San Francisco, and are provided "Washington style"). Regret-
grams devoted to legal education with an opportunity for national tably, the program had to be can-
and opportunities. recognition and cash prizes. celled at the last minute due to
The Voluntary Income Tax The Attorney/Law Student Ad- poor preliminary registration.
Assistance program, headed by vising Program, in which great Next ye~r, officers anticipate that
Marilyn Park, gave more than 50 student interest has been ex- scheduling the· meeting In early
GW law. students the opportunity tressed, will be fully implemented March will avoid these schedule
to become efficient in income tax' commencing with the Fall sem- conflicts.
preparation through helping a ester, 1980. The idea of the pro- The national Law Student Divi-
number of elderly and non-Eng- gram is to match GW law stu- sion Meeting, ~cheduled fo~ AU~-
lish speaking people complete dents with GW alumni practicing ust 8-12, 1980 In San Francisco, IS
their returns. The program was in the Washington area in order open to all ABA/LSD members.
quite successful and will continue to exchange career information. Thus far, Carlos Del Valle, Susan
next year. Both the Fall Roundtable and Anthony. and myself have
The Client Counseling Com- the Spring Conference are annual planned to represent the National
petition produced GW's first re- events in each ABA/LSD circuit. Law Center's interests through at-
gionallevel counseling team, Car- The Fall Roundtable, held in Oct- tendance at this meeting. Even if
men Ortiz and Lise Lapidus. ober at Georgetown University, you do not plan to participate in
While the regional honors went to was immensely successful. Over the national meeting, you are en-
Georgetown, the team's faculty 100 students enrolled in the pro- couraged to join the ABA/LSD in
advisor, Michael Zeldin, noted gram, which was highlighted by order to take advantage of local
that GW has a disadvantage com- speaker John J. Osborne, author 11th Circuit activities (as well as
pared to teams from other of The Paper Chase and The the standard "tangibles" offered
schools. Zeldon noted that many Associates. Other programs in- to us by the ABA).
Barron Approves
SBA Budget
Dean Barron has approved as previously where the .SB~ w~s
$12,500 allocation tothe SBA for the largest funded organization In
the 1980-1981 calendar year, the GWUSA allocations.
which together with $3,500 t~ be The arrangement is mutually
received from GWUSA represents beneficial to the SBA and
the total $16,000 requested by ..GWUSA. It will permit GWUSA
the SBA from outside funding. to direct the funds previously ear-
The 1980-1981 allocations re- marked for the SBA to the Stu-
present a 140/0increase over last dent Directory. And it will free
year from outside funding. In the SBA from the cumbersome
addition; the SBA raises approx- GWUSA allocation process, gives
imately $1,000 from its own fund- us fiscal autonomy, places us in
raising activities. The total budget an equal position in our relation-
for 1980-1981 is $17,000. ship to GWUSA and allows us to
Another significant develop- deal directly with the Dean re-
ment in this year allocation pro- garding our future allocations.
ceedings is that the SBA will be The Dean should be commend-
becoming fiscally autonomous ed for his defense of the law
from GWUSA. In the past school students and his total ap-
GWUSA has provided a larger proval of the whole SBA budget
percentage of the SBA funds. presented to him. In another deci-
Last year, for example, GWUSA sion which should result in in-
allocated to the SBA $6,500. valuable aid to the law student
Starting next year, however, most problems, the Dean appointed
University funds destined for the Professor Teresa Schwartz to
SBA will go directly to the law .serve as Associate Director of
school, rather than through Student Activities. This appoint-
GWUSA. .. ment has my wholehearted ap-
This arrangement was the result proval as I am completely con-
of a compromise arrangement vinced that Professor Schwartz is
worked out between myself and completely committed to address-
Joey Hoffman (Treasurer) of the ing the concerns of the students of
.SBA, Jon Katz (President) of the law school. She will be dealing
GWUSA, Dean Barron of the with such pressing problems as
NLC and William Johnson (Uni- course selection, career planning,
versity Director of Planning and recruitment, student life (speak-
Budgeting). It had been discov- ers) and day-to-day law school
ered that in 1973 Dean Kramer problems. This summer I will be
had agreed to independently fund meeting with her to give her an in
the SBA. Some years ago, due to depth report of the law student
ignorance, GWUSA also began ..
funding the SBA. Although in the problems. The SBA anticipates a
future the SBA will continue to very fruitful relationship with the
Associate Dean to be Teresareceive funds from GWUSA, they Schwartz.
will be a reduced amount and not
NOW TWO GREAT SALOONS
COLEMAN'S I
LICENSED VINTNERS
OUR NEW MID TOWN SALOON OFFERS
IMPORTED DRAUGHT, AN D A COMPLETE
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The Brave 'New World of l/aw, Sfhool Grading
,_:~ "-'" :' <~,-..? ", ,;
as the professors themselves I
.Objective examinations can
An ideal law school exam provide many benefits to faculty
would consist. of a large num- members as well as to students.
ber-ISO or more-true/false or Professor Fink told of a faculty
multiple choice questions which member whose life changed when
.students would have several hours he converted from essay exams to
to answer using "/pen·cils. The objective questions; thereby
answer sheets would be scanned ,freeing up incredible amounts of
and graded by data processing 'time for "more productive en-
equipment and raw test scores deavors." Students who drop by
generated. Working from these to discuss their grades un simply
raw test scores and a "profile" of be shown a computer printout
members of the class based upon listing whether they answered
their LSAT score, grade point each question right or wrong, and
predictor, and grades previously that usually avoids any further
obtained in law school, a com- discussion. Asked what would
puter would produce course' happen if a student wished to
grades covering the entire range argue that a question was in.
from4Sto 100. correct, Professor Fink looked byShelley Gol~farb
For those professors who feel. surprised and said, "It's never One woman from Mount
themselves wedded to " essay' happened; I always write my Holyoke College ended up with a
examinations, a recommended questions very carefully." 4.6 cumulative average on a scale
grading scheme would be only Professor Fink is a strong .of 0 to 4. Another student was
slightly less- mechanical. The advocate of eliminating dispar- reported as having achieved a 6.0.
professor would read each blue ities in the grading process bet. Yet another studentwas reported
book, holding in his hand a mech- ween different professors and as having earned 49 credits of
anical counter -of the kind used to particularly between different "C" all in his sophomore year.
count the number of people first-year sections where the These and many other 1980 law
entering and leaving a stadium. differences are Socratic. Using school applicatns have been
"Click, click, click." For every . various simple data processing experiencing what are growing
correct statement, a student gets .. techniques which he described, it pains caused by the separation of
plus 1 point; for every incorrect is possible to insure that every the Law School Admissions
statement, minus 1 point; and student who scores in the "n'th" Service from the Educational
irrelevant statements receive no percentile of his class will receive Testing Service. The problems
credit whatsoever. After reading exactly the same grade, no matter included loss of LSDAS reports,
the entire essay the number on the what the subject or who the in- gross' errors on the LSDAS
counter is the student's raw test dividual instructor.· Another reports and loss of LSATs. Delay,
grade. The process is said to be novel suggestion Prof. Fink however, has been the number
far simpler because it does not made-which he said is already i.n. one problem.
require the professor to make a effect at one other law school-IS The Law School Admissions
judgment as to the relative value to" count first-year grades only lService decided to break away
of different issues or expected half as much as second-and froin the Princeton connection
responses, or to remember the third-year grades in computing a and provide its own data analysis
relative values be assigned. student's overall average and service. LSAS moved to
The above and what follows are class standing. This helps to give Newtown, Pennsylvania, taking
the impressions at least one students who did not ~?w~ll in most of its old staff with it, and
professor received at a recent . the first year hope that all:s not contracted with several firms for
informal talk on law school lost:' and greater encouragement computers, software, hardware
grading by Professor Howard to do better in later years. and eVerything needed to produce
Fink. His comments and the Professor Fink noted .t!tat LSAS assured the law schools
remarks of other participants set many top law schools ~re mov)~g that' the service it would provide
forth below are based. upon towards a pattern which permits would be the same as or better
memory, and. may not be ver- an ,even encourages far rDO!'e than the old service. Despite
batiin quotes. . "A's" and "B's," Indeed, he said delays all year long, LSAS
Professor Fink presented a very that a' professor should not repeatedly offered assurances to
strong and persuasive case for reserve a grade of 100 for a once- the schools that the problems
objective tests in .law schools, in - a - lifetime student ~up~r were minor and that the service
claiming that they produce results .scholar, but rathc:r sho~!~, glV~It would catch up from the delays
which are more reliable, more out routinely, ,~1I1ce It s Just momentarily. Such was not to be
valid and fairer to the students. another grade. Dean Barron the case.,
Th~ who cling to the need for . 511ggested that. many emp~oy~s Normally George Washington
essay exams probably-don't know prefer our 8l'adln. system ~th its· receives most of, its LSDAS
how to write good objective test fewe; A's a~(i B's b~U~. It hefp;~ reports in November, December: I
· questions, he said. " ,tbetp-'toplck out thebcUCf and .tanuarr. This year the .:
. Essay exams, he said, . tend to ~~n~; but ~rofessor.~ repOrts ,dio't even start arriving' i
.sufftrfrom many'weaknesses.suuest5 th~t this matter shOuld until the end of ~mber •.
' .. Fir'st, a commonproetdnre is for ~~>studied." somewhat . tl'tPrc George Wasltington, like most··;
f f fuDy law schools, wiD not consider all· a professor to set ouUhe acts 0 carc·.: ·F'·I, d 'tted tNt applicant's file without th.c· .. 'recently decided case as a test; '1.~essor: In... a mi. ,
question. However, '. since this ~ectlYe and :ssay questt.ODSn-aYf
LSDAS report. Accordingly, the
malt . f eacb test different kmds.o entire' decision-makingprocess
may cover only as" portion 0 '. abllitictwhichareimportantin a was set back at George Wash-
the ~ ma~ri~I, ..the answers ""ive IaWyer,andstrOl!lIYingtopand'lltvirtuallyeveryot!lei, ..~;t::======~====~:;:======:::;==,
ar~ .unrehable IOdicaa of s~udent ~':;:.theidea of using,~hlawsC:hOOlinthecountry. . ~'~ . '.;
.' abllitr· Second, ~DY essay of~tion.inone elWlUll.a-· . The' 'LSDAS includes an 10.. '
questions tend to ni.t~ v::~~Ho~ever,he s,!rpmed1l\"~Y.dividual'5 coll~ge transcript.,
.general ~d OpelH .. '. t to ~bers'Of the;audJeDCe~.h~,convertedto a uniform system of·
make~ ,~t. verydlfflcul ~tthatitw.agoodSlSQlf'.J'epprting which aecountsfor: .
quantitatively r~nk !~,results and me ,:(\WO "secti-oDS'O(" '~e diffireJicesinjrading systemS ~."
,m~ylead tosUbJecti~~t~i .e:l~tion ·correlated P()OI;I.Y, tlk,',~Na'tion':sUniversities. Aij""
': ~rd, ma~y people ~tie. " 's Since this.woitld help "spr_out grades are "put, on a four point, .
i~ ImpossI~1e to matntam one the' rades,"';' scale. The official report of the c
concentration and mar~ .~o~~ ... i:What may have been ..,the LSAT'stores, is also included in
than .a .few .~$ay ~am~ a~~t a liveliest and most interesting these reports.
one Sitting .. I can~ ~l~~:~er the exchange of the afternoon, The, LSAT itself is still
professor will ma~ and at. 11 Professor Fink asked why so developed, administered and
sam~, way at 9 ink remarked. many law profeSsors are rel~ctant scored by B.T.S. in Princeton: It
P!"f, Prof. F ears to be a to accept the nearly unammous was reported that LSAT matenals
Finally, dth~re aiP nonlegalistic conclusions o~ ed~cators and of approximately 80 students who
~reat ea ~ hoes into education theonsts With regar~ to sat for the LSAT at George
JUdg~ent whlc gmiilations' examinations and testlDg. Washington this year were lost.
markmg essay tYP~xab studie; "Perhaps," said Professor Max LSAS scheduled a special testing
a h~a~t hdOCll~e~tthe s~ouses of Pock,' 'it's because of the ab- date for the students to retake the
w IC s ow a ntl can mark solute mess they ha~e made of ~he ex~. l~ has. also. been reported. .. . ., professors appare IY t as well one area in which they are in that materials of high school L.. ..
law school exams amos
By Prof. Jobn Baazbaf
control, the public school
system,"
As a professor who has
frequently been troubled while
marking blue books by many of
the problems of essay
examinations, and has an ap-
preciation for and understanding
of the mathematical advantages
of ob,lective exams, this author
remains: "~or'n between the siren
isong Q,fcomputerized test grading
and the gut feeling that you can't
really test "thiilking like a
lawyer" with trueifalse
~Uestions. In any event, interest
~n the whole question of grading StudeDIs who are interested in
hasapparently been rekindled in the problem are urged to contact
.the faculty by Professor Fink's :the SBA, Professor Fiakor the
discussion, nd the-SBAhas ex-,. ~uthor.
pressed some increased concern in
.finally doing something about the
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served on French bread.
'students, who took the Scholastic
iAptitude Test (SAT) at Walt
:Whitnian High School in the
District of Columbia were lost.
rrh~e students also were required
to retake the test.
According to Bob Stanek and
Joe Salcetti of the George
Washington Law School Admis-
sions Office, G.W. was not
, particularly adversely affected by
the problems because G.W.
employs .a rolling admissions
policy. They speculated that other
schools that wait and view their
entire applicant pool at once
suffered severe backlog and
delays. Stanek and Salcetti
reported receiving requests for
extensions for accepting ad-
mission to G.W. from individuals
who had not received timely
replies from, Georgetown and
University of Virginia.
The Nation's law schools.
received a request ftomLSAS the
second week of March asking that
they defer" their due dates for
deposits from the SchedUledApril
1 to May 1. Each school acted as
it saw fit. George Washingtoil
had already sent, acceptance
letters' to approximately 80'1. of
.this Fall's class asking for
deposits by' April 1. The Admis- ..
sions Office felt that contacting
the applicants two, weeks before
the due date would have been a
"nightmare.~' Accordingly ,G. W.
decided to handle the problem on
a case by case basis and to be
flexible if applicants requested
extensions.
Most of the errors and missing'
reports were discovered by the
applicants themselves who are
supposed to receive' copies of the
LSDAS reports. Failure to receive
the reports or notice from the law
schools that their 'applications
were not complete tipped them
off that something 'was wrong.
Jane Boggs of American
!University Law School Ad-Imissions Office reported delays in
[receiving reports and errors in
'many reports but said that LSAS
was prompt in sending corrected
versions. At Georgetown's ad-
missions office Louise Farr, who
was extremely reluctant to give
any information to the press,
.reported delays and many errors
.in .the reports. Farr said
Georgetown was proceeding as
fast as it was able. Otller sources
reported excessive delays in




town law students who will be
working for a law firm near
Dupont 'Circle. If you have a
sublet, available for the summer,
please -,call Christine White or
Rosemary Morgan 862-2618.
t "
20061 St. N.W. 296·3473
Hours: 11 am to 1 am
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Torture and Plea-Bargaining
reprinted in Ernest van den' simply to admit that we do not
Haag's Punishing Criminals); need all the. criminal safeguards
the system currently possesses In
order to conduct a civilized and
speedy jury trial procedure. With
this recognition we could move to
dismantle some of the more
egregious practices which
needlessly protract and com-
plicate the present procedure,
Pessimistic about the adoption
of either suggestion Professor
Langbein notes rather forlornly
that: ••A legal system will do
almost anything, tolerate almost
anything before it will admit the
need for. reform in its system of
prof and trial. The law of torture
endured for half a millenium
although its dangers and defects
had been understood virtually
from the outset."
system has been forced to con-
centrate on inducing an accused
person to tender a confession
through the plea bargaining
procedure, that' will waive his
rights to safeguards instituted for
his very protection.
Quite possibly none of this
would be as disturbing if there
were some great merit in the use
of plea bargaining beyond mere
expediency. But there appears to
be none.
ByMichael P. McDonald suspicion was a step that began
increasingly to be taken. The law
of torture grew up to regulate this
process of generating con-
fessions. "
During the dark days of
judicially supervised torture
continental' jurists and good
reason to remark confessio est
regina probationum, confession is
the queen of proof. Today, says
Professor John H. Langbein of
the-University of Chicago (in the
Public Interest) American lawyers
have 'equally good cause' to
employ the same maxim when
describing the workings of their
own unworkable system of
criminal justice.
"In truth, criminal jury trial
has largely disappeared in
America. The criminal justice
system now disposes of virtually
all cases of, serious crime through
plea bargaining. In the major
cities between 95ancl 99 percent
of felony convictions are by plea,
This non trial procedure has
become the ordinary dispositive
procedure of American Iaw."
How remarkable are the
"parallels in origins, in functio,
and even in specific points of
doctrine" which Professor
Langbein traces between the law
of torture and the law of plea
bargaining?
Julio Vasquez, a 31-year-old
former convict, was sentenced
to a minimum of 15 years and
a maximum of life imprison-
ment yesterday for killing an
off-duty police officer ...
Mr. Vasquez had a criminal
record that included 11 arrests
in the last 12 years on robbery,
assault and other charges, and
five convictions that led to
prison terms of less than one'
year each. His earlier sentences
had been arrived at through
plea bargaining, which means
that he was permitted to plead
to a lessor charge in exchange
for a guilty plea.
. Sound familiar? A society
which devises an unworkable trial
procedure in form only to turn
around and subvert it through the
substitution of a non trial
procedure which relies exclusively
upon "voluntary" confessions?
Centuries. later, cross the
Atlantic, in a country with an
entirely different legal tradition
the same disturbing sequence of
events took place in the develop-
ment of the modern method of
coerced confession-plea
bargaining.
Plea bargaining, of course, is
the process which occurs when the
prosecutor in a criminal case
induces an accused person to
confess guilt and to waive his
right to trial in exchange for a
more lenient penal sanction then
would be imposed if the accused
were adjudicated' guilty following
a normal trial.
In determining the outcome of
criminal litigation there is a great
deal wrong with using plea
bargaining as a means of coping
with the problems. Langbein goes
to great lengths to point out. For
instance undesirable effect of plea
bargaining is to merge the ac-
cusatory, determinative, and
sanctional phase of procedure in
the hands of a single inquisitor,
i.e., the prosecutor. Another is
the way it hurts theinnoeent by
coercing the waiver of tenable
defenses ("Prosecutors widely
admit to bargaining hardest when
the case is weakest.") and helps
the guilty by lessening their just
punishment ("Many observers
have been struck by the extent of
the concessions that prosecutors
have been prepared to make in
serious cases in order to avoid
having to go to trial.") But
unquestionably the worst feature
about plea bargaining, aside from
the fact that it helps to shield the
legal system from having to face
up to its failure, is that it leaves
the public with a pronounced
sense of unease. and cynicism
about the unjustness of results.
Consider the following news story
(Ne~ York Times, May 10, 1975
What then are the alternatives
to plea bargaining? One which
Professor Longbein recommends
is to adopt. the' streamlined
nonadversarial trial procedures of
West European countries like
West Germany. Another perhaps
less drastic measure would be
Plea bargaining has been a part
of the American trial system since
the early part of the 20th century.
It is hardly a comforting thought
to consider that it may remain .
with us for an additional four
hundred.
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There is nothing intrinsically
-wrong with the use of plea
bargaining if conducted on a
The application of torture as a small and selective scale. Defense
routine feature of European and prosecution under proper
criminal procedure was never the judicial guidance may anticipate
inevitable expression of a bar- the outcome of a particular case
baric feudal society; Quite' the and decide through a bargaining
contrary. "In the Chistory of process to accept the anticipated
Western culture no legal system outcome without going through
has ever made a more valiant with the trial. However when
effort to ..perfect its safeguards employed on a large scale, plea
and thereby to exclude completely bargaining tends to become anti-
the possibility of mistakes 'thetical to the nature, of the
convictions." 'In an attempt to 'American system" of criminal
find a replacement for the ordeals justice-a system which takes as
(an effort to have God decide the its initial premise that- "In all
guilt or innocence or an accused criminal prosecutions,' the ac-
person by making him docused shall enjoy the rightto .. ·1"1II,. ••• !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~=i~:):~:';~!m:.~~::n,~:::~u:'~tiIlEVI(' y •.••.... /'.'...••.........'••• •'...•- ...•
law of proof so objective that it paid to the pre-eminence of jury ..' ·.'"",;·~R".;,;'A,~1\·llA8lE·AJD .
:~::i~~F;n:'~~~r , ~~:::~::.~~.' fORfHftAW5"tlJD£Nl
cordingly, they prohibited the use position has been secured through
of unreliable circumstantial i the enormous amount of ,:r .• _--
evidence and determined. that. procedural reforms introduced •
henceforth convictions would be' into the jury trial process which ",'.' ..' ~., ..... , . ' 'I"~":re', 'A''C"'fN- ES . • .. 'based upon either the testimony now renders it so complicated and. L' . ""
of two unimpeachable eyewit- time consuming as to be un-
nesses or, inthealternativecupon workable. .0'.<:'" SMl,TH.j~EVIEW..·S·..·._ N' UT·.c. U, E lLS~: r: "
a voluntary confession by the No One would argue that jury ,.J,-n
accused to the offense. reforms were not needed since the 'CAS~'NOr~S'~'AMERICAN,LECAL
In • due course, Europeans'; time ~he .6th am~ndment to the ' .
learned the inevitable lesson that: Constitution was Introduced. Yet . . :c..',·',AS·E : Di ..C.. ·E.'S.·T.S ' .: '.' . ".'.. . ,
the pursuit of perfection is im- -the pr.9POSition which Professor '- , .", ' ,., c· . '. .




innocent from unjust convictions.' bargaining. "Like the medieval '••_ ..•./ W··· . '. ·S ". - . .
s¥~~i.4;i~~~H;E~~E~t:~~}i•• ".-n l"1NW··~··GBT..·...o'.O...:oN.. ' .K··C·.'0..,: .•
from accepting a volutnary safeguard that renders. our tnal "
confession to coercing a con-. proced~re unwo~kable In all b~~ . .9tty.~' '..
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Graders Should Be Accountable
by James A. Cairns '
When the marks for one of my students have any rights with than those with M.A.'s, M.S.'s,
fall courses finally materialized ,re~pect. to their grades, beyond and Ph.D's who teach undergra-
on the board this semester, I had being mformed of them' if so duate classes. As a freshman I
the experience of seeing my grade ~hat is the nature of thes; rights? once had occasion to pester the
posted twenty points below what I . 0 one can deny a student's vital Nobel Laureate who was lecturing
had-reasonably, I thought- Interest in his grades, for a great my cl~ss in Intr~uctory Biology. ,
beenhoping for. I don't wish that deal depends upon class standing He dl~ not smile benignly and
feeling on anyone. It was nearly Once ~e obtain employment w~ wave his medal at me; he listened.
matched the following day when can be judged on the basis of what Until this point I have been dis-
Dean Potts informed me. that ~e a~tually know. In getting that cussing whether the student
there could be no protest no first job, however, it is largely the should have the ability to argue
review, no change, other than for grades which must make the case for, and the professor to make a
certified mathematical error. His that w.e do, indeed, know the law. grade change based on the merits
compassion was obvious but as Selection to Law Review is also of. the exam. That much is basic.
he admitted.rcould.not change'the ,largely grade-dependent. The fees But what happens if the student
substance of his message. I had to we pa~ for .the service we pur- makes his or her argument, loses,
accept the grade and try to c.hase, m conjunction with the cri- and walks away still totally dissa-
swallowmy emotions. hcal. role played by the grades we tisfied with the grade and the
What I felt was not a shock re- r~elve ~s part of that service, cer- reasons given for it? Should that
action to a first low grade. I was ta.mly give us some basic rights end it? Clearly not. There is a
surprised by a relatively low mark With respect to those grades. The right to appeal and review. The
last year, but since that professor most basic, inarguable right the student should not be forced to
posted answers, I was able to real- law student can claim is that his rely for his remedy solely on the
ize that I had interpreted the g.rades be accurate. Why isn't this professor's ability, and willing-
thrust and scope of certain nght currently honored? ness, to detect and correct error.
questions differently than she. I Two. major positions may be The analogy to the legal appellate
still feel my approach was as rea- taken in support of the existing process is obvious and instructive.
sonable, but cannot argue that she hands-off policy. The first is that What are the opposing consid-
was, in any fundamental sense law school professors are incapa- erations? There are three main
wrong. Here, in contrast, I cannot ble of (significant) error in their problems a review panel would
find a rational basis for the grade. grading, anulling any need for a ~acc:. I. Given the uniquely sub-
I've never before had my overall re~iew process. I must gently jective nature of the law school
feelfng of how well I knew the point out to any proponents of final, there is no meaningful
material; and ~ow well I applied it this position that the entire weight 'standard of review; This has some
_on-diefinal, jar so strongly with of ~uman experience is arrayed merit, but hardly presents any in-
my score. I have been furnished against you. The second, and pre- superable difficulties. Consider,
with a copy of my exam, and I've sumably that which would be the characteristics of an appeal.
gone over it, my notes, and my advanced by the faculty, is that The error claimed by the student
course outline, all to no avail. professors do make mistakes, but must of necessity be substantial. ,
Yes, the mind can enter a reality there arecounterveilingfactors so Why? First, there isnaturally a '
all its own during a final. But if powerf~l .as to overw~elm a strong presumption in favor of '
it's my fault, I can deal with it. ,student s right to any review, no the correctness of a grade af-
The worst part of this has been matter how extreme the perceived firmed by an instructor as accur-
discovering that I have no rights. error. . ate. This justifies a heavy burden
I could not have compelled the What can these factors be? I. on the student, heavy enough to
~rofessor to even show me my Inconvenience. If grades are open ensure that trivial or spruious
final; he is not obliged to discuss to change, professors will con- claims will not be advanced. Fur-
it with me; and if I nonetheless stantly be pestered by over-com- thermore, few students would be
manage to find out that his mind petitive students trying to noodge foolish enough to challenge' a
not mine, skipped a beat, I hav~ a few more points. First, I never grade and face a faculty review
no remedy. knew a college professor who felt panel on the basis of what, sever-
Well, "no remedy" is a hell of this justified slamming the door al weeks later, they remembered
a thing to tell a naive, idealistic in his students' faces. Some, in of the subject matter. The student
law student. In the first place, it fact, even feel it is part of what would feel compelled to review
seemsinconsistent with the gener- they are paid to do. Law students the course, an undertaking which
al scheme of the entire American occasionally complain that more would require a good deal of sin-
legal system. I'm not trying to exams should be given during the cerity, Since, automatically, only
II
'J' -term I't shouldn't all come down significant claims would reach the
pu a Hart and analogize every -to one three hour sweat session panel, this will make them easier
aspect of the human experience to ,- .Kingsfield on Contracts, but a One common response is that it is to pass on. It removes the claimed
I~w school really should pay a just too much work to grade more inaccuracy from the realm of dis-
little more attention to these than one set of essay exams per eretion and presents a question of
details and try to function consis- -course. Perhaps; but if the argu- clear error.
ten,tly with the principles it is ment is also that 'it is too much 2. Each professor has his or her
work to accept some reedback to own coverage, and emphasl's .on
trymg to instill in me. There's a l'certain hollow ring when a profes- ensure that that single exam is certain areas. Fairness dictates
graded r,'ght I start to wonder that these be considered before
so,r enlightens me on the I'nspiring , .
h
why we aren't graded purely on overruling a grade. This presents
IStOry and application of due class participation, as this would no problem. Obviously any ra-
process and equal protection in reduce the workload even further. tional procedure will provide the
the scheme of American civil " h. h Second, the professor need not be mstructor wIt an opportunity to
ng ts on the one hand, while with without control here. He or she support his or her actions. It
the other denying me the benefit can make it plain that minor should be simple, within the
of the spirit of these noble goals. Claims will not be viewed with context of a specific exam
The legal profession is fond of favor. Given the subjectivity of question, to make the panel suffi-
philosophizing to the effect that law finals, this is not only justifi- ciently aware of the individual-
"We must avoid not only the ac- able but inarguable. You simply ized aspects of grading for these
tua~ity, but the mere appearance, can't present a convincing case to be taken into account.
~f Im~ropriety." Philosophy has for four or five more points. If 3. Asking faculty members to
little virtue unless applied. the warning is not enough, his or overrule other faculty members
In the second place, I'm her initial encounters with such will create bad feelings. I have
s~p~osed to make my living by students should establish the re- some indication that this isa
fmdmg remedies for my clients. If quisite in terrorem effect. Thus, major stumbling block standing
I don't at least make some effort inconvenience is not a viable ar- in the way of reform. I acknow-
to find one for myself, I'd be em- gument. 2. putting up with such ledge the delicacy of the circum-
barrassed to hang my J.D. on the squabbling is beneath an instruc- stances. In the event that I cannot
wall. So, what follows is an argu- tor's professional dignity. I am be convinced that a grade is justi-
ment for a change in law school aware of no reason why a J.D., or fied, and the professor refuses to
grading policy. even an S.J .D., should render its change it, I am asking for peer
Initially, there is a critical recipient some~ow more worthy, }~y~e.w7:thM,~~s;or ..h~"~rof~s-,, ,':'
threshhold determination: do the· slonal colleagues' pass' upon' the" '.' ..
reasonableness --of his or her
actions. It's an uncomfortable si-
tuation. There are, however,
countervailing factors: the rights
and needs of the students. These
appear to have been afforded
little weight in the formulation of
present policy. But why should
the risk of some personal tension
between faculty members take
precedence over a student's criti-
cal stake in the accuracy and
meaningfulness of his or her
grades? To analogize, no one
would accept the argument that
professional' courtesy and the
desire to avoid ill feelings is more
important than a litigant's right
to appellate review. Judges over-
~urn judges, sometimes harshly,
'm the interest of protecting the
parties' right to a just adjudica-
tion of t~eir claims. Furthermore,
any tension should rapidly dissi-
pate upon implementation and
'use of such a procedure. Peer
review is not that novel a concept,
and any perceived embarrassment
at being corrected by one's
colleagues should fade as it
.;bec~mes apparent that they, too,
are fallible. Appeal and review
would serve two auxiliary pur-
poses. First,. it would make pro-
fessors aware that their grades
may be subject to peer examina-
tion, enhancing the care and at-
tention given to marking exams;
second, it would provide faculty.
and administration with an addi-
tional source of feedback on per-
formance, which should be
helpful in reaching decisions on
contract extensions and tenure
grants.
I have tried to consider and
~ddress .every significent objec-
tion to an open grading policy. I
h~pe t~e faculty will accept this
discussion in the spirit in which it
is offered, namely, in the interest
of improving the integrity and
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Results from Placement Office Survey
The Placement Office is viewed
in generally unfavorable terms by
most of the students participating
in a survey of graduates given by
the SBA Placement Committee on
April 8, 9, and 10. The unfavor-
able comments come from stu-
dents in the top IOOTo as well as
those in the bottom half. In an at-
tempt to fathom the reasons for
increasingly vocal student discon-
tent with, the Placement Office,
the SBA committee ran the survey
Over the three day period from
noon to two, and again before the
start of evening classes. Roughly
130 students from .both day and
night sections responded to the
questionnaire, which asked the
students to list their class rank,
whether or not they have a job
upon graduation, and their area
of specialization in addition to
other questions, including com-
ments. (The reason that the totals
are both greater than or less than
100% is because all of the stu
dents answering the questions did
not fill out the survey complete-
ly.) . .
The chart of the results shows
that those who perceive them-
selves in the top 10% of the
graduating class have a more
favorable impression of the
Placement Office than those who
perceive themselves with a lower
class standing. However, the
majority of the comments about
. the Placement office are nonethe-
less negative, even among those
who had gotten their job through,
the Placement Office. Most of the
students who obtained jobs with-
out the aid of the Placement Of-
fice initiated contact themselves;
and only 16 of the students re-'
spending actually got jobs
through the on-campus interview
process. More than, half of the
students responding do have jobs
upon graduation, but almost 40%
do not have jobs.
Although written comments
directory of graduates in various
were predominantly negative, stu- "demeaning. ") Many of the sug- locations, listed according to area
dents also suggested several ways gestions indicated a desire to have of specialization, would be up-
to improve the Placement Office. the Placement Office make "at dated yearly and made available
More prevalent comments in- least a halfway effort" towards to students who wish to initiate
eluded physical improvement of contacting legal services, public contact.
the facilities as well as a need for interest groups. smaller and med- Placement Office Director
more aggressive and varied place-: ium-sized firms, and .exploring Lynn Hiner has indicated that she
ment techniques. Two students "alternative law-related careers will work with the Placement
recommended that the Placement ...... , Committee in tailoring the Place-
Office follow' Georgetown Law ,The demographic section of the, ment Office service to better meet
School's example of sending bus- survey categorized the gradua~es student needs. The committee has
loads of students to various cities by age, sex, and w.here they 10- made additional suggestions, in-
for interviews, and there was tended to .take their bar exam. eluding interface with peer advis-
some support for continuation of Those who have jobs w~re cate- ing and the -campus counseling
a "job fair" type approach simi- gorized by where they will work center. Students interested in
lar to the Public Service Day pro- upon graduation. The final sec- working on Placement Office im-
gram sponsored by Placement last tion of the survey asked the grad- provements or the proposed
month. Almost all of the students uates if they would work 10 an Alumni Networking Program
responding thought that too much . alumni networking program should contact committee chair-
attention was paid to the fall which would keep alumni in- man Kim Bloodworth or commit-
interview process for the top 10% formed of job availability for tee members Dana Arnold,
of the class, but attributed the graduates in their geographic Cheryl Mintz, or Edie Reese or
emphasis to' the corporate and area. As presently conceived, the leave a message in the SBA mail-
large firms 'participating. (One procedure would be informal, box .
student, who got a job through keeping the Placement Office in- .
the fall interview process, none- formed of whereabouts of grad-
theless called the process itself uates job openings In addition, a-
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